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Outline	of	the	Presentation

• Review	of	experimental	results	from	space-based	studies	of	droplet	
burning	(spanning	a	20-year	period).

• Maximally	simplified	descriptions	of	near-limit	chemical	kinetics.
• Applications	of	chemical-kinetic	 understanding	to	the	spherically	
symmetrical	combustion	of	liquid-fuel	droplets	of	normal	alkanes.

• Summary	of	the	current	status	of	our	understanding,	outstanding	
problems,	needed	future	investigations,	and	planning	ahead.









EXTINCTION BOUNDARIES WERE FOUND IN DROPLET-COMBUSTION
EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED IN SPACELAB ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE IN 1997

BUT COOL FLAMES (THAT MAY HAVE OCCURRED) WERE NOT IDENTIFIED



Combustion	Integrated	Rack	(CIR)
Because	 of	the	DCE	success,	
the	FLEX	 experiment	 was	
designed	 for	Space	 Station.

Astronaut	 Mike	Fincke ,
pictured	 to	the	left	of	 the
CIR	facility	installed	 in	 the
Destiny	module	 of	the	ISS,
2009	 (12	years	 later,	
but	8	years	ago).

His	left	hand	 is	on	 the	
chamber	 containing	 the
Multiuser	 Droplet
Combustion	 Apparatus
(MDCA).

The	chamber	 is	designed
to	accommodate	 other
combustion	 experiments
as	well	(and	 soon	 will).



Experimental	Procedure

• Astronauts	place	the	MDCA,	gas	bottles,	and	fuel	canisters	in	CIR,	then	
the	entire	experimental	sequence	is	run	remotely	from	Cleveland.

• Extend	needles,	dispense	fuel	to	form	droplet,	retract	needles	slightly	to	
stretch	droplet,	then	remove	rapidly	to	leave	a	stationary	free	droplet.

• Energize	extended	hot	wires,	then	retract	them	to	leave	the	droplet	free.
• Record	backlit	droplet	photos	for	the	droplet	diameter,	UV	and	visible	
photos	for	the	flame	and	narrow-band	and	wide-band	radiant	emissions.	

• 80	micron	SiC fibers	also	may	be	used	to	support	droplets,	for	example	to	
burn	more	than	one	droplet	at	a	time.



The	FLEX	Experiments	and	Team	for	the	International	Space	Station

A	photograph	 and	 a	schematic	 diagram	of	the	Multiuser	 Droplet	Combustion	 Apparatus	 (MDCA).	 	
The	diagram	 shows	 the	fuel	 dispensers,	 deployment	 needles,
igniters,	 backlight,	 and	cameras.		
Users	were	Avedisian (Cornell),	 Choi
(Connecticut),	 Dryer	(Princeton),
Shaw	 (UCD),	 and	Williams	 (UCSD).



Unexpected	Observations	Made	in	FLEX	Test	0035,	Friday,	November	7,	2009.	

Backlit	photos	 of	stretched	droplet	with	 energized	hot	wires,	 for	a	free	
heptane	droplet	 initially	 3.85mm	 in	diameter	 in	air	at	1	atm.

The	visible	 image	of	the	burning	 heptane	 droplet	 is	shown	 shortly after	
ignition,	 with	residual	 soot	 receding	 in	 the	direction	 of	igniter	 retraction
(earlier	 tests	were	with	methanol	 and	a	few	small	 heptane	droplets	 that	
extinguished	 diffusively).	 Radiative	extinction	 occurred	 soon	 after	this.

The	visible	 flame	disappears,	 but	the	backlit	 photos	 show	 the	droplet	 to	
continue	 to	vaporize	 as	if	the	flame	were	still	there. Then	 it	apparently	 stops	
vaporizing	 but	forms	 a	growing	 vapor	 cloud	 that	reflects	 the	red	LED	
backlight.



Anomalous	n-Heptane	Histories	Found	in	ISS
Nayagam,	Dietrich,	et	al.,	C&F	159	(2012)	3583-3588.
Took	2	years	to	know	what	happened!

The	microgravity	environment
in	the	space	station	affords	longer
test	times	that	permit	larger
spherically	symmetrical	droplets
to	burn	to	completion.	

Radiative	hot-flame	extinction
occurs	for	large	droplets	(and
diffusive	extinction	for	small	ones).
Invisible	cool-flame	chemistry	
supports	continued	combustion	
after	radiative	extinction.		A	vapor
cloud	forms	at	cool-flame	extinction.



Characteristics	of	the	
Cool-Flame	Stage

Visible	 hot	 flames	 are	entirely	 transient;	 they	lie	in	 the	outer	transient	 zone.
Ratio	of	flame	 radius	 to	droplet	 radius,	 the	Flame	 Standoff	 Ratio	(FRS)	⍨ 10.

The	cool	 flames	 are	invisible	 with	 the	initial	 instrumentation	 (in	 the	new	CFI
investigation,	 instrumentation	 is	 designed	 to	detect	them).	 But	Dietrich	 had
the	spectral	 filter	removed	 from	 the	flame-view	 camera	with	 its	gain	setting
maximized	 for	a	decane droplet	 held	 fixed	by	a	T	fiber,	 obtaining	 the	image.	→
Grayscale	 densitometer	 analysis	 (sample	 along	dashed	 line	 shown	 at	bottom)
gives	 FSR	=	3.2	for	the	cool	 flame, Nayagam et	al.,	AIAA	J.	54,	 1235-1239	 (2016).	

Cool	 flames	 lie	in	 the	inner	 quasi-steady	 (convective-diffusive)	 zone!

Time-dependent	 spherical	 computations	 show
cool	 flames	 when	 low-temperature	 chemistry
(solid	 curve)	 is	added	 to	high-temperature
chemistry	 (dotted	 curve	 at	right)	for	a	3.9	mm
heptane	droplet.	 (Note	const.	 low-T	 2’nd	 stage)
Farouk	 and	Dryer,	 C&F	161,	 565-581	 (2014).



Recall	the	Cool-Flame	Region	for	Normal	Alkanes
Example	 of	 equimolar
(fuel-rich)	 propane-
oxygen	mixture	 (with
stoichiometric
hydrogen-oxygen
shown	 for	
comparison	 to
emphasize	 the
differences).
Cool-flame	 range
of	temperatures
generally	 500	K
to	800	K	in	the
explosion	 diagram,
but	the	 pressure
range	varies	with
fuel	 and	 stoichiometry.	



Previously	Developed	Reduced-Flame	Chemistry
A.		Hot-Flame	Structure:		

Hot	alkane	premixed	 (1987)	 and	non-premixed	 (1988)	 flames	 can	be	described	
by	Rate-Ratio	Asymptotics (RRA),	 showing	 a	fuel-consumption	 layer	and	an	
oxidation	 layer,	 explaining	 oxygen	 leakage.		Damkohler-number	 Asymptotics
(DNA)	with	multiple	 steps,	was	summarized	 in	1996 (Seshadri).	 Multistep
DNA	=	RRA;	differs	 from	Activation-Energy	 Asymptotics (AEA),	 Liñán (1974).

B.		Hot-Flame	Autoignition (>1000	K):
Alkane	 autoignition times	 are	described
well	by	 just	three	 elementary	 steps,	 first
CmHn +	HO2 →	CmHn-1 +	H2O2 then	H2O2
decomposition,	 with	HO2 steady	 state.

C.		Cool-Flame	Chemistry	 (Peters):
A	Crossover	 Temperature	 exists,	 separating	 the	hot-flame	 chemistry	 from
the	cool-flame	 chemistry.	 	RRA	describes	 two-stage	 ignition	 and	the	NTC
(negative	 temperature	 coefficient)	 behavior.	 n-Heptane	 Autoignition (2002).



Most	Important	Aspects	of	the	Chemical	Kinetics
The	First	Step:	 						F	+	OH	→	R	+	H2O								F	=	Fuel	 	(Normal	 Alkane,	 CnH2n+2)		R=	Alkyl	 Radical	

Note:	Both	OH	and	R	are	very	reactive	 and	obey	 accurate	chemical-kinetic	 steady-state	 approximations.

The	Effective	Overall	High-Temperature	 Path:					R	+	O2 →	2OH	+	P	+	Heat						P	=	Product	 Collection	 (H2O,	CO,	 CO2,	 etc.).		

Notes:	 The	rate	of	this	 step	 can	be	 approximated	 as	a	unimolecular R	decomposition	 with	 a	high	 activation	 energy	 E.	
The	OH	here	is	 a	surrogate	for	 the	whole	 radical	pool,	 generated	above	 1000	K	through	H2–O2 chain-branching.	

The	low-temperature	 path:					R	+	O2 →	RO2	 →	QOOH	 	(Call	 this	I),		I	+	O2 →	J,	 		J	→	K	+	OH,	 	K	→	OH	+	P	+	Heat.	

Notes:	 Activation	 energy	 E=0	for	the	two	O2 addition	 steps.		Both	O2 additions	 and	the	isomerization	 are	reversible.	
K	is	 the	alkylketohydroperoxide,	 at	last	having	 a	carbonyl	 group	(the	C=O	double	 bond),	 and	unlike	 the	radicals	
R,	I,	and	 J,	it	is	 nominally	 stable	 in	that	all	covalent	 bonds	 are	satisfied,	 but	 it	does	 decompose	 unimolecularly.
With	 four	O	atoms,	 J	is	very	restless	 and	maintains	 an	accurate	partial	 equilibrium	 with	I.							[J]	=	KC	[I]	[O2]
(For	this	 reason	 J	is	 eliminated	 in	San	Diego	Mech,	 resulting	 in	a	negative	activation	 energy	 for	K	production.)	
In	an	NTC	temperature	 range	(somewhere	 between	500	K	and	1000	K) the	overall	 rate	decreases	 as	T	increases.	



Characteristics	of	The	Low-Temperature	Path

J.	C.	Prince	 and	 F.	A.	Williams,	 “Short	 Chemical-Kinetic	 Mechanisms	 for	Low-Temperature	 Ignition	 of	Propane	 and	Ethane,”	
Combustion	 and	Flame	159,	 2336-2344	 (2012);	 the	extension	 of	this	mechanism	 to	n-heptane:	 Fuel	 150,	 730-731	 (2015).	



Clarifications	of	Quasi-Steady	Cool	Flames
Results	from	Peters	et	al.	CTM	18	(2014)	515-531.

Flame	 structures	 are	shown	 in	 a	mixture-fraction	 coordinate,	 Z.		With 4πμ the	
mass-loss	 rate	of	the	droplet	 and	D the	thermal	 diffusivity,	 Z is	defined	 by	

with	 				r2⍴D(dZ/dr)=-μ(1-Z)	 				at	r=rl (surface)
and	Z=0	at	infinity	 (in	 the	air).

This	 results	 in	 the	inverse	 transformation:

Numerical	 integration	 in	Z	space	 employs	 the	
comparatively	 short	 (770-step)	 mechanism	 of	 Seiser et	al.	(2000)	 for	 heptane.
With	 radiant	heat	loss	 neglected	 there	are	hot-flame	 and	cool-flame	 solutions	 with	the	cool	 flame	 (at	Z =	0.3)	closer	 to

the	fuel	 surface	 (at	Z =	0.8)	than	 the	hot	flame.	 	
Profiles	 of	mole	 fractions	 show	 that	:								→
fuel	 (blue)	 and	oxygen	 (very	 light	curve)	 both	
leak	through	 the	cool	 flame,	 and	 a	main
product	 is	H2O	(light	blue	 curve),	 but	there	
is	practically	 no	CO2 (red	 curve).	 															→

←		Other	products	 are	CO,	 CH2O,	 and	C2H4.
Species	 K,	 from	wings	 is	consumed	 in	 the	center!	



Some	of	the	Major	Theoretical	Predictions
• Condensation	of	leaked	fuel	likely	causes	the	vapor	cloud.	
• The	quasi-steady	cool-flame	temperature	decreases	with	

decreasing	droplet	diameter	because	the	residence	time	
in	the	quasi-steady	reaction	zone	decreases	with	
decreasing	diameter,	resulting	in	less	heat	release;	the	
residence	time	is	proportional	to	rl2/D,	reciprocal	chi.			→	

• The	quasi-steady	cool	flame	is	stable	only	in	the	NTC	
range	since,	for	example,	below	that	range	a	decrease	in	
T decreases	the	rate	of	heat	release,	further	decreasing	T,	
leading	to	extinction,	as	may	be	reasoned	from	the	region	
labeled	cool	flame	in	the	diagram	of	the	rate	of	heat	
release	shown	below.	↓

• The	instability	above	NTC	would	re-ignite	the	hot	flame	
←(see	the	diagram	at	the	left),	which	would	be	expected	
to	extinguish	radiatively again,	leading	to	oscillations	that	
have	been	seen	in	experiments	and	computations.

• Because	there	is	instability	below	the	NTC		range,	the	
droplet	diameter	at	(diffusive)	cool-flame	extinction	is	a	
chemical-kinetic/heat	 transfer	instability	phenomenon,	
not	simply	a	balance	between	rates	of	heat	release	and	
diffusive	heat	 loss;	the	extinction	diameter	corresponds	
to	the	maximum	in	the	heat-release-rate	curve!



Asymptotic	Analysis	for	the	Partial-Burning	Regime
K		decomposes	 unimolecularly,	 leading	 to	branching	 for	the	low-temperature	 path,	with	 a	prefactor AK =	4☓1013 s-1 and	 	
an	activation	 energy	 of	roughly	 EK =	180	kJ/mole	 (TK=	20,000	 K)	high	 enough	 for	AEA	to	apply	 to	the	dip	 in	the	 K	
concentration	 seen	 at	the	highest	 temperature.																			Seshadri et	al.,	CTM	20	 (2016)	 1118-1130.

The	heptyl radical	R	decomposes	 mainly	 by	 the	high-temperature	 path	above	 the	crossover	 temperature	 T* with	an	
effective	 unimolecular rate	having	 a	prefactor AH =	4☓1013 s-1 and	activation	 energy	 ER =	120	 kJ/mole	 (TR=	14,000	 K),	
but	it	mainly	 experiences	 the	addition	 step	R	+	O2 →	RO2		below	T*,	with	 a	constant	 bimolecular	 rate	constant	 given	by	
AL =	2☓1012 cm3/mol s	and	 a	rate	proportional	 to	the	concentration	 [O2].
Near	crossover,	 the	fraction	of	R	consumed	 by	the	low-temperature	 path	
is	α	=	½	 - (T	– T*)	TR/	 (4	T*	2),	where	 clearly	 T*	=	TR	/	ln	{AH /	(AL [O2])},	 and	the	
molar	 rate	of	production	 of	 K	is	proportional	 to	(2α	 - 1)	[K]	AK exp(-TK/T).
Thus,	 the	low-T	 path	dominates	 for	α	>	½	and	 the	high-T	 path	for	α	<	½.	

Conservation	 equations	 for	energy	 and	for	K	have	been	 expanded	 about	 T*	
by	AEA	to	determine	 the	values	 of	the	flame	 temperature	 and	droplet	 radius	
at	the	maximum	 of	 the	heat-release	 rate	(	the	above	paper	 in	CTM),	 with	
representative	 results	 for	 droplet	 diameters	de	 at	extinction	 shown	 here.	→

The	agreement	 is	surprisingly	 good,	 since	 extinction	 may	occur	 beyond
the	range	of	validity	 of	the	expansion,	 for	example,	 and	analysis	 oversimplifies	 chemistry,	 neglects	 Soret,	 and	has	 Le=1.



Needs	for	Future	Investigations
Although	 the	cool	 flame	 is	in	 the	quasi-steady	 region,	 it’s	 history	 is	
affected	by	processes	 occurring	 in	the	outer	 transient	 zone.		This	 is
shown	 by	 the	increase	 of	 the	measured	 extinction	 diameter	with
increasing	 initial	 droplet	 diameter,	 as	well	as	by	 the	failure	of	 time-
dependent	 computations	 to	show	 any	decrease	 in	 flame	temperature	
with	 time	during	 the	second	 stage.		The	increase	 in	the	effective
ambient	 temperature	 and	product	 concentration	 with	 time	during
combustion	 is	in	need	 of	analysis	 to	find	 their	 influence	 on	the	quasi-
steady	 cool-flame	 combustion.	 	Besides	 the	initial	 dependence	 on	
diameter	 shown	 here,	 there	is	 an	increase	 in	extinction	 diameter	with	
increasing	 ignition	 energy.	

Formation	 of	 vapor	 clouds	 by	 condensing	 fuel	 also	 has	 not	been	predicted	 and	 is	in	need	of	 analysis.	 																									

Further	 study	 of	the	chemical	 kinetics	 is	needed.	 	While	 reasoning	 has	 not	yet	indicated	 that	decomposition	 of	 I	to	HO2
and	 the	conjugate	 alkene	 (shown	 in	 a	previous	 figure)	 has	any	qualitative	 effect,	 it	may	be	of	quantitative	 importance
in	that	predictions	 of	a	62-step	mechanism	 omitting	 it	give	extinction	 diameters	 ten	times	 the	reasonable	 770-step	 values.

Experimental	 extinction	 diameters	 in	the	cool-flame	 stage	decrease	 much	more	 rapidly	with	 increasing	 pressure	 than
predicted.	 	Despite	 some	 suggestions,	 these	 results	 are	unexplained	 and	are	in	need	of	 further	work,	 and	 soot	 needs	 study.



Current	Status	and	Future	Plans
Because	 of	the	discovery,	 FLEX	has	been	 extended	 into	 CFI	(Cool	 Flame
Investigation)	 which	 two	weeks	 ago	completed	 test	FLEX	 1314.	Besides
data	for	 heptane,	 octane,	 and	decane in	 various	 atmospheres	 			(e.	g.→	
data	are	now	available	 for	normal	 and	iso-dodecane;	 as	expecxted,	
mixtures	 of	the n- and	iso- fuels	 exhibit	 less	 cool-flame	 tendencies
than	pure	 n-.	Farouk	 and	Dryer	are	continuing	 computational	 work.

A	large	amount	 of	data	remains	 to	be	analyzed!
CFI	and	 FLEX	 are	scheduled	 to	end	next	month,	 and	 the	MDCA	 is
to	be	removed	 from	 the	CIR,	which	will	 terminate	 8	years	 of	droplet
combustion	 experiments	 in	ISS,	 likely	 never	 to	resume	 (bad	news),
but	considerably	 longer	 than	originally	 planned;	 still	more	 to	learn.	
(Besides	 FLEX,	 there	 have	been	 Italian	and	Japanese	 experiments.)

The	schedule	 calls	 for	next	replacing	 the	MDCA	by	ACME,	 illustrated	→
These	 are	gaseous-fuel	 investigations	 involving	 Law,	Quintiere,	 and
others.
The	good	news	 is	 that	last	week	 (July	 19,	2017)	 Peter	Sutherland	 was
informed	 by	NSF	 that	his	 CASIS	 project	 for	ACME	will	be	 funded,	 investigating	 cool	 flames	 of	propane,	 butane,…!	




